CLARIFICATION OF UNIT

Pursuant to Section 2422.1 of the Rules and Regulations of the Federal Labor Relations Authority, a petition was filed concerning the unit of employees represented by the National Treasury Employees Union at the Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. [Case Nos. 22-08582 (RA), 22-08583 (RA), January 26, 1979].

On January 26, 2009, I issued a Decision and Order in this case, finding that the position of Program Support Specialist, GS-301-09 in the Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels, Energy Information Administration, Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. is excluded from the bargaining unit. I also found that the bargaining unit description should be modified so that the exclusions conform to the standard language utilized for units under the Statute. No application for review was filed.

Pursuant to the authority vested in me as Regional Director, I ORDER that the position of Program Support Specialist, GS-301-09 in the Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels, Energy Information Administration is excluded from the Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. unit represented by the National Treasury Employees Union and that the unit description is now as follows:

Included: All professional and non-professional employees of the Department of Energy Headquarters employed in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area.

Excluded: Employees of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, management officials; supervisors; and employees described in 5 U.S.C. § 7112(b) (2), (3), (4), (6) and (7); and Program Support Specialist, GS-301-09, Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels, Energy Information Administration.

FEDERAL LABOR RELATIONS AUTHORITY

Dated: April 10, 2009

Gerald M. Cole, Regional Director
San Francisco Region
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